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Racism is so pervasive and sneaky around the world. One has to be sensitized to it and be aware,
otherwise it sneaks up on us. For example, my 6 year old granddaughter in Cambodia, hosted her
birthday party. They went to an indoor kids park and there were a lot of Cambodian students playing.
The American friends she had invited from her international school immediately did not want to go in.
And once they went in they began playing "hide from the Cambodian kids." Meanness or racism?
Where does this behavior come from? Parents? Each other? But my daughter immediately picked up
of this. Fortunately this attitude and behavior didn’t totally ruin the birthday party but….
Another story from my daughter and son-in-law who are with MCC in Cambodia, is: One of MCC’s
Cambodian YAMENers, (don’t ask me what the term stands for) who was serving as a teacher in
Nigeria this year. She was going to the market regularly until Covid-19 happened and then the venders
started calling her coronavirus. She stopped going to the market herself and her host family would buy
things for her instead. Racism happens all over the world and in a variety of ways and for a variety of
reasons. Do we have eyes to see and ears to hear when unkindness and occurs? Even racism?

Confronting Canada's ugly record of anti-Blackness
Robyn Maynard's new book aims to correct and downright disrupt the friendly, multicultural narrative
in which Canada’s national identity relies
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In the early 20th century, the Canadian Department of Immigration went to great lengths to dissuade
Black Americans from immigrating to Canada. Working with doctors, they provided them with
monetary rewards for turning Black migrants away at the border and mandated that these medical
professionals inflict invasive and unnecessary examinations as deterrence from entering Canada. The
government also sent doctors to Oklahoma and Kansas to spread propaganda to Black Americans
around the unlivable weather conditions of Canada—some even going as far as telling Black men their
daughters would be vulnerable to sexual abuse and exploitation.
This was done alongside two things: active courting of white settlers and a deep investment in the
public appearance of a polite and welcoming neutrality, set apart from the outward race-based
discrimination of the United States. This is just one of hundreds of seamless historical examples cited
in the new book Policing Black Lives: State Violence in Canada From Slavery to the Present, written
by Black feminist writer, activist and educator, Robyn Maynard.
Maynard plainly corrects and downright disrupts the friendly, welcoming and multicultural narrative
on which Canada’s national identity relies. Her book examines anti-Black racism alongside every
historical moment that Black people have been present in this country, starting from settler colonialism
to present day. By characterizing Canadian nation-building as settler colonialism, Maynard effectively
calls out the white theft of Indigenous land in the building of Canada and traces it through to a whitedominated hierarchy that exists to this day. It is grounded in the work of countless renowned Canadian
anti-racist scholars and activists.
Maynard traces the 200 years of slavery in Canada, often erased or downplayed in the study of our
history, noting the same dehumanizing and violent treatment of Black bodies we see in accounts of

slavery in the U.S. Anti-Blackness through segregation characterized the post-slavery abolition period,
an era often reimagined in Canada as purely positive.
Maynard recounts “Canada’s Jim Crow”, government-enforced racial segregation that had an impact
on housing, employment, education and immigration for Black people in Canada. “Racial segregation
—a form of violence in and of itself—entails the enforced (rather than voluntary) confinement of
racialized populations to particular spaces (e.g. particular neighbourhoods, schools, public spaces, and
businesses),” she writes. “The segregation of Blacks—which, like slavery, was a form of controlling
Black movement and institutionalizing subordination—was based on the idea that Black people were
both inferior and a danger to whites. Formally and informally, segregation was one of Canada’s
foremost strategies for maintaining white dominance across all aspects of society after slavery’s end.”
Maynard describes her book as a broader intervention into a narrative of denial. In an interview, she is
quick to point out that Policing Black Lives is not the first book to grapple with the history or
contemporary fact of anti-Blackness in Canada. “One of the things I found the most intense to realize
was how many interventions have been made both historically, if you look at the work of Charmaine
Nelson or the more modern writings of Cecil Foster on anti-Blackness and immigration policies in the
1990s, to see how many times, especially Black writers, have been working so strongly to disrupt that
narrative. It really does seem that it’s something foundational in Canadian history, to the present day—
an embrace of this benevolent narrative of racial diversity and tolerance that has never been the case.”
I am very much interested in the strategic ways Canada positions itself on race and racism as neutral,
accidental and generally nice. Maynard locates this characterization, calling it white benevolence: the
avoidance of the appearance of racism and fear of mirroring the known race problems of the U.S.
White benevolence brilliantly flushes out the colourblind, polite and neo-liberal image I recognize as
part of our national identity.
I asked her about white benevolence as described in the book and how it was integral in building
Canada and deeply influenced state policy. It actively oppressed Black Canadians and Black
immigrants so comprehensively that it affected socioeconomic status and, of course, the fuelling of the
fiction that Black bodies are criminal, in need of surveillance. Maynard elaborates, saying, “I think that
it’s helpful for people to understand the ongoing and longstanding history of Canada engaging in this
benevolent narrative, really that it dates back to the abolition of slavery and this whitewashing of our
history … So what you have now is again the strengthening of that image and contrast between Canada
and the United States that allows for the erasure of anti-Black policies that really harm Black folks and
cause Black suffering.”
I spoke to Maynard about her choice to include the intersecting ways in which Black women are
victims of anti-Blackness. She tells me that it was a must for this work. “It’s important we look at antiBlack racism in all of its gendered components as well, not only talking about the experiences of
young Black men, because if we do so we are missing all the elements in which anti-Blackness exists
in our society, and we are not going to be able to successfully challenge it unless we look at the
intricacies of different people—and different people’s bodies actually experience that racism.”
While anti-Black racism remains understudied and under addressed in Canada, Policing Black Lives
provides a solid foundation toward the ongoing, pressing activism that imagines a Canada that truly
interrogates anti-Black racism.
RELATED: For black women, The Handmaid’s Tale’s dystopia is real—and telling

READ: The tragic echoes in the cycle of Black death
Reading Material:
How to be an Anti-Racist by Ibram X. Kendi
I Bring the Voices of My People: A Womanist Vision for Racial Reconciliation by Chanequa WalkerBarnes
Raising White Kids by Jennifer Harvey
Trouble I’ve Seen: Changing the Way the Church Views Racism by Drew G.I. Hart
White Fragility: Why it’s so Hard for White People to Talk about Racism by Robin J. DiAngelo
For Children: Look for stories where the main characters are not white.

